Just a Bang to the Head?
____________________________________________________________________________________

Core Concepts




Concussions are blows to the head that damage delicate brain tissues.
Diagnosis of a concussion is difficult and usually based on symptoms.
Repeated concussions, before the brain has a chance to recover, may pose serious health
risks.

Class time required:



Approximately 2 forty minute class periods for Parts 1-3
Optional: Approximately 40 minutes for Part 4

Teacher Provides:
For Parts 1-3 you will need to provide the following handouts.

NOTE: The CDC offers a variety of free resources for use with your students. Visit
www.cdc.gov/Concussion to order free classroom resources. Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.
For each student
 Copy of student handout entitled Just a Bang to the Head?
 Copy of A Factsheet for Athletes on page iv used for Part 2. (Laminate or put in
sheet protectors for reuse). Free color copies be ordered from the CDC website
www.cdc.gov/Concussion
Note: Pages v-vii provides additional concussion information sheets. Consider
increasing student interest by giving different information sheets to each member of a
group.
 Color copy of Concussions: What Happens to the Brain? on pages viii and ix used
for Part 3. (Laminate or put in sheet protectors for reuse)
For each team
 Access to the Internet
Additional materials for Part 4 for each team:
 Envelope containing 1 set of player cards (1-9) for each team (Laminate or cover
cards with clear packing tape and provide dry erase markers if you want to reuse)
 1 S100B color chart (Laminate or cover with clear packing tape for reuse)
 Bag labeled S100B test paper containing at least 9 pieces of pH 1 to 12 paper strips
ordered from www.microessentiallab.com (catalog # 4800) or other science suppliers.
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Set of labeled small tubes (Players 1-9) containing 2 mL of the following simulated
blood plasma samples prepared with the appropriate buffer solutions. Two mL
microtubes are ideal for this.
Label on tube

Contents of
tube (2 mL)

Player 1

pH 7

Player 2

pH 11

Player 3

pH 4

Player 4

pH 4

Player 5

pH 9

Player 6

pH 11

Player 7

pH 4

Player 8

pH 7

Player 9

pH 9

Answer key for simulated S100B tests:
Player

S100B Level

Player 1

4

Player 2

10

Player 3

0

Player 4

0

Player 5

8

Player 6

10

Player 7

0

Player 8

4

Player 9

8

Supplementary Resources:


For a great cartoon to introduce this activity, see Battered Brains at
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=how-head-injuries-damage-brain



For further information on concussions and S100B levels, see research article
“Consequences of Repeated Blood-Brain Barrier Disruption in Football Players”
available for free download at
http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0056805
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Suggested Class Procedure:
1. Homework. Distribute a copy of Just a Bang to the Head? Part 1 (one page) to each
student. Ask students to complete for homework. Part 1 is used to engage students and
assess their prior knowledge of concussions.
2. Begin class by asking several students to read their answers to the questions for Part 1 and
the stories that they have written. Consider asking students to create a class list of things
that can cause concussions to help them understand that many activities can result in
concussions.
3. Distribute the Part 2: Concussion Quiz to each student. Students work individually to take
the concussion quiz.
4. Then distribute the Fact Sheet for Athletes (and other information sheets if available).
Group students in teams (2-4 students). Ask students to work with their team to check their
answers using the information in the Fact Sheet(s). Note: Use 2 additional handouts if you
would like each student to have a different handout.
5. Distribute Part 3: Concussion Awareness Campaign and Concussion: What Happens
to the Brain and Nerve Cells? to each student.
6. Assign students to work in teams of 2-4 students to complete the Concussion Awareness
Campaign activity. Emphasize the importance of referring to the scoring guide and including
the information indicated in the product. Explain the scoring guide that will be used to grade
their work.


The Concussion Awareness Campaign activity may be completed in class, for
homework, or as a combination of in class and out of class work. If done in class,
consider limiting the amount of time for students to complete the products to eighty
minutes.



Students present their Concussion Awareness Campaign with their classmates. Allow
approximately 2-3 minutes for presentation by each student in the group.

7. For Part 4: Blood Test for Concussions? Distribute to each team of 2-4 students:


1 copy of A Blood Test for Concussions?



1 copy of S100B Color Chart



Envelope containing a set of Player cards (1-9)



1 set of Player blood plasma samples (1-9)



1 bag of S100B Test Paper

Students work in teams to design and conduct the experiments.
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For Part 2
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For Part 2
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For Part 2
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For Part 3

Concussion: What Happens to the Brain and Nerve Cells?
Many people think that concussions are just minor blows to the head. But scientific research
has shown that concussions may lead to serious and possibly long‐term damage to the brain.
The human brain is not perfectly protected from the kinds of injuries that may occur. Collisions
with objects or someone else's body create forces that can severely damage the brain's delicate
tissues and disrupt its intricate circuitry.
The human brain is protected by cranial (skull)
bones that form a hard protective covering around
the brain. On the inside of the skull, tough
connective tissues called meninges line the skull
and cover the brain. Your brain also floats in
cerebrospinal fluid that bathes and supports the
brain while acting as a shock absorber during head
movements.
Concussions occur when the head abruptly stops after being in motion. This causes the brain to
bounce back and forth against the bones of the skull. Brain tissue is violently jostled within the
skull and this can directly damage both brain cells and the blood vessels that feed them.
The forehead region, where most concussions occur, is where the most fragile and important
parts of the human brain are located. Behind the forehead, is the prefrontal cortex that is the
center for processing information, solving problems, concentrating, remembering, and learning.
Damage to the prefrontal region can lead to personality changes including depression, violence,
or socially inappropriate behavior.

A blow to the head may cause the brain to
suffer two separate hits: first at the point of
impact, and second as it is thrown against the
opposite side of the skull.
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For Part 3

Axons are the microscopic conducting fibers of neurons (brain cells)
that communicate with each other. The shifting and rotation of the
brain inside the skull during a concussion, twists, stretches, and possibly
tears the axons. This damage to the brain’s axons may occur in localized
areas or throughout the brain. Axon damage is often followed by
swelling. This swelling quickly reduces impulse conduction in neurons,
but some neuron functions may be restored later when the swelling is
reduced. Axon damage can also lead to scarring that can take weeks,
months, or even years, to heal completely. Axon scars interfere with
conduction of nerve impulses (messages) and cause neuron death. This
explains why the symptoms of concussions may worsen with time.

Trauma causes
axon to twist
and tear

Myelin is a fatty substance that coats and protects
the axons. A myelin sheath insulates individual axons
and is important for the speed and accuracy of
impulse conduction. If the myelin sheath is
damaged, the information being conducted by the
axons will be scrambled or cut off. Brain injury in
children and teens may be more damaging because
the development of the myelin sheaths continues as
late as the mid‐twenties.

A concussion also triggers biochemical reactions that flood the brain with ions (such as calcium
and potassium ions) that cause blood vessels in the brain to constrict (get smaller). After a
concussion, the brain needs to work overtime trying to restore a chemical balance and repair
damaged neurons. However, because blood flow to the brain is reduced, there is less oxygen
and glucose to use as an energy source. It may take 5 to 10 days until blood flow to the brain
returns to normal and the brain can begin to heal itself.
Energy‐starved nerve cells are particularly vulnerable to further damage or death. A second
concussive episode before total recovery from a first concussion is particularly bad. Second‐
impact syndrome (SIS) describes a life‐threatening condition in which a second brain injury
occurs before the brain is fully recovered from an earlier injury, no matter how “mild” the first
may have been. Second‐impact syndrome (SIS) is fatal in up to 50% of the individuals who
suffer it, and can cause major long‐term brain damage and disability in the rest. Adolescent
and young adult adults are more at risk for second‐impact syndrome.
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Player # 1
Hits and intensity (SI = Severity Index)
of hits recorded during game:




SI Index = 1
Hit Intensity
LOW (mild)

SI Index =15
Hit Intensity
HIGH (Severe)

Hit 1 intensity SI = 5
Hit 2 intensity SI = 1
Hit 3 intensity SI = 6

Symptoms reported by player:
S100B level:

Mild confusion for a few minutes, mild headache at end of game

Before game = 0

At end of game _______

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Player # 2
Hits and intensity (SI = Severity Index)
of hits recorded during game:




SI Index = 1
Hit Intensity
LOW (mild)

SI Index =15
Hit Intensity
HIGH (Severe)

Hit 1 intensity SI = 5
Hit 2 intensity SI = 7
Hit 3 intensity SI = 12

Symptoms reported by player:
S100B level:

Mild confusion after one hit, feels fine at end of game

Before game = 0

At end of game _______

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Player # 3
Hits and intensity (SI = Severity Index)
of hits recorded during game:




SI Index = 1
Hit Intensity
LOW (mild)

SI Index =15
Hit Intensity
HIGH (Severe)

Hit 1 intensity SI = 1
Hit 2 intensity SI = 1
Hit 3 intensity SI = 1

Symptoms reported by player:
S100B level:

Headache at end of game

Before game = 0

At end of game _______

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------x
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Player # 4
Hits and intensity (SI = Severity Index)
of hits recorded during game:




SI Index = 1
Hit Intensity
LOW (mild)

SI Index =15
Hit Intensity
HIGH (Severe)

Hit 1 intensity SI = 3
Hit 2 intensity SI = 1
Hit 3 intensity SI = 2

Symptoms reported by player:
S100B level:

No symptoms

Before game = 0

At end of game _______

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Player # 5
Hits and intensity (SI = Severity Index)
of hits recorded during game:



SI Index = 1
Hit Intensity
LOW (mild)

SI Index =15
Hit Intensity
HIGH (Severe)

Hit 1 intensity SI = 10
Hit 2 intensity SI = 2

Symptoms reported by player:
S100B level:

Saw “stars” with one hit, confused for five minutes after the hit

Before game = 0

At end of game _______

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Player # 6
Hits and intensity (SI = Severity Index)
of hits recorded during game:



SI Index = 1
Hit Intensity
LOW (mild)

SI Index =15
Hit Intensity
HIGH (Severe)

Hit 1 intensity SI = 11
Hit 2 intensity SI - 7

Symptoms reported by player:
S100B level:

Brief period of unconsciousness after hit. Benched for remainder of game

Before game = 0

At end of game _______

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------xi
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Player # 7
SI Index = 1

Hits and intensity (SI = Severity Index)
of hits recorded during game:


Hit Intensity
LOW (mild)

SI Index =15
Hit Intensity
HIGH (Severe)

No hits

Symptoms reported by player:
S100B level:

Feels fine

Before game = 0

At end of game _______

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Player # 8
SI Index = 1

Hits and intensity (SI = Severity Index)
of hits recorded during game:



Hit Intensity
LOW (mild)

SI Index =15
Hit Intensity
HIGH (Severe)

Hit 1 intensity SI = 2
Hit 2 intensity SI = 4

Symptoms reported by player:
S100B level:

Feels fine

Before game = 0

At end of game _______

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Player # 9
Hits and intensity (SI = Severity Index)
of hits recorded during game:



SI Index = 1
Hit Intensity
LOW (mild)

SI Index =15
Hit Intensity
HIGH (Severe)

Hit 1 intensity SI = 2
Hit 2 intensity SI = 14

Symptoms reported by player:
S100B level:

Feels fine

Before game = 0

At end of game _______

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------xii
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